Approximately 45 Minutes of Care Between 7:00 – 10:00am and Again 3:00pm - 6:00pm
1. Enter the side gate by the lower garage door. Take a handful of hay from Billy Bunk and sweep the two feed
troughs clean. Go thru the two middle gates to the Main Barn, grab a handful of hay and clean the two feeders
by the tree. (very challenging to do if you wait until you have a full grain bucket with you, lol)
2. Main barn pasture: Enter the feed corral and mix 5 scoops grain, 1 scoop of corn, and 1 scoop of cotton seed…
mix. Put mixture into the troughs by tree. (you may need to walk back and forth and fake the goats out or they
will knock the grain scoop out of your hand… they are foodies, lol)
3. Let daisy (small white doeling with stupid stick taped to her horns) into the feed corral and give her ½ scoop of
grain.
4. Next, sweep out the barn and make sure the minerals are flowing from the mineral feeder.
5. Billy Bunk Pasture: mix a bucket of feed, 4 scoops grain, 1 scoop of corn and put in the boys feed troughs.
6. Check the mineral feeder in the Billy Bunk so that it is flowing freely.
7. If mineral feeders are empty, the minerals are in the gray garbage can in the feed corral. An empty feeder takes
an almost full feed bucket to fill. One scoop at a time to fill bucket and then fill mineral feeder.
8. There are animal crackers in the gray garbage can in the feed corral if you want to give them some treats.
9. Before leaving ensure the lids are closed on the grain and corn barrels and the Hay/Feed corral gate is latched. A
goat will literally eat themselves to death.
10. NOTE: water troughs are all self-filling. If you see a fountain spraying from a hose, turn off and manually fill as
needed and let me know.
11. Make sure all the goats are all present and accounted for (21 does and 1 doeling in Main Pasture, 11 boys in the
Billy Bunk Pasture.
12. If you find any soft ploppy or running poops (Scours) or any goat acting odd or off by themselves, let Kim (vet
tech) and I know immediately. If you find any runny poops, you need to circle around and determine which goat
has the runs. A picture can be worth a thousand words, so don’t hesitate to send one if you think there is a
problem. Thanks.
13. When you run out of grain, corn, or cotton seed, there is more up in the house garage and a wheel barrow to
make transport easy.

